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Annotation. The contribution deals with the problem of feature selection strategies for the case of
high dimensional feature space. In this paper an effective method of feature selection is proposed
where two different measures are considered and time and storage complexity is acceptable.
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1 Introduction

In the last decade the content of context is considered as an inherent part of feature space
modelling. The context understanding of objects and phenomena produces extensive feature
space that is not so suitable for the following classification or space modelling. On the other
hand the decision quality depends on the quality and the amount of information which is in
disposal. The large number of features is produced by the methods dealing with the
neighbourhood properties evaluation; others are based on the statistical approaches of the first
or second order to express object relationships.

From this point of view the effective feature selection methods are still needed in
contextual modelling. Roughly speaking there are two main approaches to optimize (in sense
to decrease the dimensionality) the feature space [5], [1]:

• transformation of features to achieve effective, non-correlated and evaluated new set
of features,

• selection of original features using searching, testing and evaluation of given features
with regard to the training data.

2 Goal and Methods

Common goal of both approaches is to reduce the number of features, resp. reduce the
dimensionality of feature space W n.

The methods of transformation are based on linear projection T that transforms the data to a
new coordinate system and keeps the subspace with largest variance.

mn WWT →: , where .nm≤                    (1)

Well known is PCT, discrete Karhunen-Loeve Decomposition and others.  These methods are
used when we are dealing with smaller number of features [3].



2.1 Selection strategy

As mentioned upper the aim is to select significant features from the original set of features Y
as optimal subset X that contain d features where

                                   { }ndxdjx jj ≤∈==   Y,X ,...,2,1|                 (2)

                                   { }njy j ...,,2,1| == Y .                  (3)

As an optimal the subset is understood that is the best in the sense of appointed criterial
function with respect to any other d-subset from Y. The two ways exist to solve this task {8]:

• total searching where the whole state space is processed and time complexity is
exponential and

• selection of features where the criterial function is evaluated feature by feature without
impression of others features. It is also the main disadvantage of this approach.

The following method makes possible to select the best features and through weighting matrix
seeks to account the impression of before selected features [9], [4].

3 Results and Discussion

In case we have a large number of features and the training data of given classes ωi  are in
disposal the following approach can be applied.

We suppose to have a set of normalized features

                                             { }njy j ...,,2,1| == Y .

The distance Q  between glassesω ωi k,  ,  for the feature   jy , where  i, k =  1, 2, …R    and

j  = 1, 2, …n  can be defined as follows:
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For all jy , where  jiµ  and jiσ denote the mean value and standard deviation of class iω  in

feature jy .

The measure Cj cumulates the distances of classes considered for given feature j and this
measure is used only to select the first feature
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and the first feature is selected to fulfil the equation (6).
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It means that ∗y is the most significant feature with greatest contribution to the separability

of classes.

Consequently we define the matrix  maxB   as

                                        [ ] [ ]
RxRikQ

RxRikbB *max ==    ,                                          (7)

and instead of asterisk the selected feature y*  is fill in. Matrix elements are the distances of

classes for the selected feature. The following feature is selected using measure Dj
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The matrix maxB is step by step reconstructed as follows

                                            ( )
iksQikbikb ,max= .                                                        (10)

We continue in this way as long as the required number nd ≤  of features is selected. The
time complexity of algorithm is ( )( )2.RdnO +  - it means it depends on the number of
features, the number of selected features and with square on the number of classes. The

estimation of space complexity is  ( )( )O R n+
2

 - it increase with square over the sum of

number of classes and number of features.

The method tries to optimize the selection of features using sequential connecting of before
selected features into the analysis of between-classes distances.

4 Conclusions

The contribution is devoted to the problem of the reduction of high dimensional feature space.
The proposed method combines the advantages of both approaches and time and storage
complexity is acceptable.
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